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A NOTE ON THE OIRICHLET PROBLEM FOR THE ELLIPTIC 
LINEAR OPERATOR IN SOBOLEV SPACES WITH HEIGHT djj 
Aleš NEKVINDA, Luboš PICK 
Abstract: The Dirichlet boundary value problem foe the e l l i p t i c l inear operator 
in weighted Sobolev spaces Wlcp(Q,d^) i s considered, M being a closed subset 
of 3ft , ft having the outer cone property on M . The existence and unicjueness 
of the weak solution of the problem i s proved. 
Key words: Dir ichlet problem, e l l i p t i c l inear operator, weighted Sobolev space, 
domain with outer cone property. 
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1. Introduction to the problem 
N * 
Let ft be a domain in "R and M C 9ft an a rb i t ra ry s e t . Let us denote 
(1.1) dM(x) - dist(x.M) , x € ft . 
We obviously have <l.(x) « drj(x) so that M is supposed from the very begin-
ning to be closed. Let 
Lp(ft,d*) - {f, | | f ( x ) | p d£(x) dx < »} , p > 1 , e c u , 
ft 
and let W , p ( f t ,d M ) stand for the space of functions from L
p(ft,dM) whose 
distributional derivatives up to the order k belong again to Lp(ft,dM) . The 




(1 .2 ) b (u ,v ) - . . J , ( a Q $ (x ) D
$u(x) Dav(x) dx 
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l.lBl-kj, 
be an elliptic bilinear form. Let uQ € W
k»2(sl,d£) and F € [wk,2(Q,d~G)]* . 
Our goal is to find a function u € Wk,2(ft,dr5) such that 
M 
(1.3) u - uQ e w*'
2(a,d£) , 
and 
(1.4) b(u,v) - F(v) for all v € \fc'2(Qt±f) . 
U M 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution to the problem (1.3), (1.4) 
was shown by several authors: J. NECAS [33 (M - 3Q) , A. KUFNER [23 (M = {x }), 
J. VOLDRICH [53 under rather restricted conditions upon 3ft and M (namely, M 
N 
being a finite union of Iripschitz images of the m-dimensional edges in <0,1> , 
m -= 1,...,N-1 ). The previous results are extended in the following sense: M 
is allowed to be more general and the weaker condition than (ICC ' is re-
quired (see Definition 2.1). 
2. The domain 
For y e n , y » ^.....y^] » we write y - [y',yN] . 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Q C * N be the domain and M C 9ft closed. We say that 
fi € K(M) 
if the following four conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) there exist m Cartesian, coordinate systems (y'»y N) » r •» l,...,m, 
and the same number of functions a defined on the closures of (N-l)-dimen-
sional cubes 
(2.1) Ar - {y^, |yrj| < «r- j - l,...,N-l} 
such that for every y £ 3Q there exists 1 S r £ m satisfying 
(2.2) y « [y',y J , y' 6 A , y „ « a (y') , j LJr ̂ rNJ JT r ^rN r JT 
(ii) the functions a are continuous on A , 
(iii) there exists 0 > 0 such that for every r the set 
B « ffy'.y J t y' € i- » a (y') - 0 < y < a (y') + 0} 
allows us to write 
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(2.3) vr - B r o ft - {[yr»yrN]» y r e Ar, a r < y p - e < yrN < *r(yp] . 
(2.4) r r - B r o aa - {l>r>yrNL y r € Ar, a r ( y p - yrN} , 
and 
(2.5) Br \ 0 - {|>r»yrN]» y r € Ar, a r ( y p < y r N < a r ( y p + 0} , 
(iv) there exists an open cone K, r , h, C > 0 , 
(2 .6) K ^ - { [ y ' , y r N ] € R
N, 0 < yN < h, | y ' | < CyN) , 
such that for each y • [y',a (y')] € M » y' £ A , there exists a cone K 
congruent to K, _ with the vertex y and the axis parallel to yN , and 
satisfying K O ft « 0 . 
Let us further denote % 
ur - ( [y r .y r N] . yr € Ar. - r ( , r ) - f < yrN < . , ( , ;>} . 
REMARK 2.2. 
(a) If ft € C 0 , 1 , then ft € K(M) . 
(b) If ft eK(M) , then ft is bounded. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ft € K(M) . Then the Cartesian systems from Definition 2.1 
can be chosen in such a manner that they additionally obey the following two 
conditions: 
(v) for y - |jr,ar(yp] € M , y£ € Ar » we have 
nr(Ky)D Ar , 
II standing for the orthogonal projection associating y •» [y',y .J with 
У: € * " - ! , 
(vi) if Sr - Tr O M - 0 , then ^(U,.) > 0 . 
P r o o f . Let (y'fy «) be the r-th system and let 6 € (Of6.) be chosen 
in such a way that dft is still covered by the new systems (y ,y ) , y' € A 
(see (2.1)). We denote S - f O M and put 
T,r « | min (| C h, 6r - 6r) 
and choose 6* such that 
diam (<-«*, S*^"1) < nr . 
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Now we associate every z € G - II (S ) with an open (N-l)-dimensional cube A 
r r r z 
centered at z with the side length 26* and sides parallel to the r-th sys-
1 r 1 
tem axes. As G is compact set, there exist points z.,...,z g G such that 
U A7 D njsj . 
i-1 «•-£ r r 
2 "~ r 1 2 
The set G - A \ U A is a compact set, too, and G , G are disjoint. 
r r i-1 ± r r 
Thus there is Y > 0 satisfying 
dist (G^G2) >. Y • r r r 
2 Now we associate every w € G with an open cube A centered at w , its 
sides parallel to the r-th system axes and the side length *6 where *<5 is 
chosen in order that 
diam f<-*6 , *<5 >*'1) < ± y . v r r ' 2 r 
2 Making use of compactness of G we can choose w., 
U A, D G2r 
j-1 -1 
Now A„ , i « l,...,n , and A„ , 1 • l,...,k , form the (N-l)-dimensional 
z^ r j r 
bases for the new Cart ' ' ' ' . * . . . . . . . . 
tisfy (i) - (vi). 8 
bases for the new Cartesian systems (with common y „ axis) which obviously sa-
The following lemma, in particular, the inequality (2.7), is a substantial 
tool for dealing with the density of smooth functions in the weighted Sobolev 
space. The inequality (2.8) is of crucial importance for the imbedding theorem, 
and, consequently, employing the standard argument (see [2], Chaps. 7, 8, 14), 
for solving the Dirichlet problem (1.3), (1.4). 
t 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 8 € KQi) , dU described by the coordinate systems from Lemma 
2.3. Let S - MfiT * 0 . Then 
(i) there exists C. > 0 such that for y, z € U of the form y -
* k^ J ' z • kr.*rN] • yr € Ar , yrN > z r N we have 
(2.7) ds (y) $ Cx ds (z) , 















 d ^ (У) 
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is satisfied for each y « £y'»y N] € U and y* * [y'»& (y')] 
P r o o f . For y, z € U let y.» z. € S be such that 
ds
 (y> * ly - y j » ds ( z ) • lz ~ z J • 
(Recall that S is the compact set.) 
Clearly, 
|y - y j • |y - 2-J 
' "" 1' ' l1 
Let z. - [w'»ww] a n d denote y « [y'»w„] .If y „ £ w , then the assumption 
"rB " ZrN yields 
ľ 
If y ., > w„ and 2a is the vertex angle of the cone K„ , we denote by t 
J r N N & Zj J 
the intersection of the line zy with the envelope of the cone K . Exis­
tence of such a point is guaranteed by Lemma 2.3, (v). Now 
|y-..| | . , - t | . 
|z - ,,| _ |«. - -| -ina ' 
We prove the assertion (ii). The compactness of S guarantees the exis­
tence of w, z g S such that 
r 
ds (y) -. |w - y| and d s (y*) - |z - y* | . 
Using the triangle inequality we get 
<-s (y) - |w - y| $ |z - y| $ |y - y*| + |y* - z| -
- *r(yp - yrN + V
y * } • 
which is the first estimate in (2.8). We prove the remaining one. First, we 
show that 
1 i . . i (2.9) |y - y* 
sin a 
2a being the vertex angle in K . Let us denote with s the intersection of 
the line yy* with the envelope of K .If w « s , then also w - y* , and 
en 
dicular to the line sw from y . Then 
|y-y**l - |y-v| 
and 
|y - y*| £ |y - s ,. 
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Hence | ( 
| y -»*l - |y- - l - J -TT-I l » - ' " l * s r - l ' - - l • 
which gives ( 2 . 9 ) . 
Now, using the estimate just obtained and the triangle inequality we have 
|y* - z| < |y* - w| < |y* - y| + |y - w| < (l + j±-) |y - w| . 
Therefore 
8 r ( y P " y-H + dsr
(y*> - l» - y*l + |y* - -I - {i + iir-) |y - *l • 
So, both assertions of the Lemma are proved. 0 
LEMMA 2.5. Let Q t£ JC(M) , and (y',y N) be the r-th coordinate system from 
Lemma 2.3. For every fixed 6 € (0,6 ) we define A , U in a similar way as 
in Definition 2.1. Let S » M O r be nonempty. 
Then there is C > 0 such that 
(2.10) dM(y) S ds (y) $ C d^y) 
holds for.all y € 0 . 
P r o o f . Clearly, it suffices to demonstrate just the second inequality. We 
he subscript r . If y m n 
dist (U, ft \ V) -. Y > 0 . 
shall omit t e Y * *~in (̂  - 6, -j f3) , then 
Further, let 
K - max d g ( y ) , y € 5 , 
Gi * ( u B Y / 2
( y > ) n 5 » 
yes Y// 
where B,(y) •- {z, |y - z| < \} , and 
G2 - 0 \ G, . 
Obviously, dist (y,M) £ -r Y for y g G. , Therefore 
Vy ) s 2K 
d ^ j S f y € G 2 • 
As <L. equals dg on G. , the second inequality in (2.10) is proved. 8 
3. Density of smooth functions 
THEOREM 3.1. If Q C X(M) , e * 0 , p > l , k € » 0 , then c"°(Q) is dense 
in the space W^Q.d^) 
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P r o o f . Having the crucial inequality (2.7), the proof proceeds in a stan-
dard way (cf. the comments preceding Lemma 2.4). 8 
4. Imbedding theorems 
THEOREM 4.1. If A € #(M) , 1 < p < « , e > p - 1 , then 
WUp(fl,d^) +LP(fl,dM~
P) . 
P r o o f . Since e > 0 , it suffices according to Theorem 3.1 to find C > 0 
such that for all u € C°{U) 
(4.1) ||u|| < C ||u« . 
P>dM * ljP»dM 
We assume 3fl being described by Cartesian systems from Lemma 2.3. Let 
H = (B \ fl)U U , r -* l,...,mn , r r r 0 
and H_C H n C A be an open set such that 
m0 
U H D fl . 
r=0 r 
Let ij/n,... ,̂  be the corresponding partition of unity. We put 
(4.2) vr(x) - u(x) î r(x) , x € 8 , r = 0,...,m0 . 
Let us fix r . If S = 0 (including the case r = 0 ), it follows from Lemma 
2.3, (vi), that 
dist (Ur,M) >* y > 0 . 
Hence 





Now, let S * 0 . Since supp ^ r C Hr , vr is in W
 P(Ur»dM) iff it is in 
W P(U ,df ) . Moreover, due to Lemma 2.5, the norms in this spaces are equiva-r br 
lent. 
We shall omit r again. Lemma 2.4, (ii) implies for y * [y'»yN]
 € Uf 
(4.4) d s ~ P ( y ) * C l ( a ( y , ) " yN + dS ( y*^ £"* P ' 
and 
(4.5) (a(y') - yN + dg(y*))
C < C2 d*(y) . 
Thus, using (4.4), (4.5), the Hardy inequality (see [13, Theorem 330, and [23, 
Lemma 5.3), and setting v(y',yN) - 0 for yN S a(y') - 8/2 , we obtain 
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l v í p „ , e - p - [ l v<y>lP ds"P (y ) dv s 
p,U,dc p i & 
s U 
* Cx J |v(y) |
p(a(y ' ) - yN + d s(y*))
e~p dy -
U 
a ( y ' ) 
- Cx j J |v(y' .yN) |
p(a(y') - yN + ds(y*))
E"P dyN dy' 
Д a ( y ' ) - $ / 2 
00 





* fck)P ci 1 llff(y'' a ( y / ) - Ol p (d s (y*) + t )
e dt dy 
a (y/ ) 
a(y 
( ^ r ) P ci 1 I l ^ ' - V ! p ( a ^ > - yN
 + d s ^ » E <*» •»' 
A a(y')-B/2 
( ^ ) P c i c 2 l i % < y ' ' V i P d s < y > d y s c 3 w
p • 
According to Lemma 2.5 we can take M instead of S in (4.6). Combining (4.3) 
and (4.6)»_ and using the partition of unity we finish the proof. 8 
THEOREM 4.2. Let fi 6 K(M) , M C 3fi 'closed, 1 < p < » , e * p - 1 . Then 









The p r o o f is similar to the preceding one. 8 
5. The Dirichlet problem 
The following theorem is well known (cf. [2], Chaps. 13 and 14). 
THEOREM 5.1. If 8 , M , 6 are such that 
(i) W*2(0,d£) * L2<fi»dM~2) , e * 1 » 
and 
(ii) there exists a function p 6 C (fl)P. C(«) such that 
C1dM(y) -p(y) 2. ̂ ( y ) , y € fl , 
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and 
Þ a P(У)| * C [p(y)] н« ;. k , y Є ӣ , 
then there is e
n
 > 0 such that for all e € ( - e n » e n ) the Dirichlet problem 
from Sec. 1 possesses precisely one solution u 
that 
O'^O' 





Z standing for [WQ , 2(f i ,d^ e)] * . 8 
In the case considered, for fi € K(M) , M closed, the validity of ( i ) is 
guaranteed by Theorem 4.2. The existence of the function p with the properties 
required in ( i i ) follows from theorem due to STEIN, see [4], Chap. 6, § 2. 
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